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ABSTRACT
In Online Social Network Event dispensation is a method of tracking and analyzing streams of
information (data) about things that happen (events), and deriving a conclusion from Online Social
Network in real time. Instagram, Twitter are a social network platform that consists of billions of
users all over the world where people collaborate and Share information related to real world events.
An important characteristic of Online Social Network is its real-time nature and also investigate the
real-time interaction of events such as cyclones in Online Social Network and propose a framework
to monitor messages to detect a target event. These large scales message data processing are done by
placing those message events in a distributed system. The server processes the message queue and
executes the operations based on it. An devise classifier of messages based on features such as the
keywords in a message, the number of words, and their context. The status update which almost
specifies what is happening around an individual and also around the individual’s location. This
small content with real world information when processed with some statistical tool may help us to
predict a Real world event and regard each Online Social Network user as a sensor and apply
particle filtering, which are widely used for location estimation. Message in the message queue is
done by Apache Kafka which is a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system. These
frameworks will parallelize our computations over a cluster of machines.
production control

INTRODUCTION
Data mining has attracted a great
deal of attention in the information industry

and science exploration. The overall goal of

and in society as a whole in recent years,

the data mining process is to extract

due to the wide availability of huge

information from a data set and transform it

amounts of data and the imminent need for

into an understandable structure for further

turning such data into useful information

use. A side from the raw analysis step, it

and knowledge. The information and

involves database and data management

knowledge

aspects, data pre-processing, model and

gained

can

be

used

for

applications ranging from market Analysis,
fraud
detection,
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inference considerations,
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processing

of

discovered

structures,

visualization, and online updating.

application is help people to pass message
natural

disaster

time

In system crawl numerous
messages related to target events and use a

The main objective of the

during
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using

messages. People trapped in some location
needs help by using our app they can
easily pass the message to their friends in
their account list. Suppose a friend is
living in foreign nation and is native is
India while India having a extreme
whether condition like storm or earthquake
or tsunami like that. The foreign friend
may worried about his family and friends
and other people. To establish a message

probabilistic model to extract events from
those messages and estimate locations of
event and finally developed an event
notification or reporting system that
extracts event from Online Social Network
and sends a message to registered users.
To obtain messages on the target event
precisely and apply semantic analysis over
a message to understand the concept of the
posted messages. I also use this message
information to forecast a particular event
by applying statistical tools over the
extracted data model.
Messages might include mention

medium we use messages so that people
living in India can message saying "Heavy
Strom but Staying Safe. Thank for all
praying". This message will reflected to
their friend timeline so each and everyone
can be calm and relax without worrying.
To handle tremendous message and a
fraction of second we need to place the
system

in

a

clustering

manner

i.e

distributed framework approach. By doing
this we can easily load the balance of
message both at uptime and average time.
To fulfill this we use kafka a pub-sub
message process .all those messageed
messages are published and subscribed
into kafka queue and process triggered.
Storm pulls those message and store into
DB. This wills parallelism the framework
for clustering process.

of the target event. If a message is
referring to the target event, it might not be
appropriate as an event report. For
instance, a user makes messages such as
the cyclone yesterday was scary. These
messages are truly descriptions of the
target event, but they are not real-time
reports of the events. Therefore, it is
necessary to clarify that a message is truly
referring to an actual contemporaneous
cyclone occurrence, which is denoted as a
positive class. To classify a message as a
positive class or a negative class and also
use a support vector machine, which is a
widely used machine-learning algorithm.
By

preparing

positive

and

negative

examples as a training set, and it can
produce a model to classify messages
automatically into positive and Negative
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There are three groups of features for each

description is a formal description of a

message as described below. Features a

system, organized in a way that supports

(statistical features): the number of words in

reasoning about the structural properties of

a message message, and the position of the

the

query Word within a message. Features B

components

(keyword features): the words in a net.6.

provides a plan from which products can

Features C (word context features): the

be procured, and systems developed, that

words before and after the query word. It can

will work together to implement the

search the message and classify it into a

overall system. This may enable one to

positive class if a user makes a message

manage investment in a way that meets

about a target event. The user functions as a

business needs. Here we explain methods

sensor of the event. If she makes a message

using a weather reporting as a target event.

about a cyclone occurrence, then it can be

First obt ain messages on the target event

considered, as a cyclone sensor returns a

precisely and apply semantic analysis of a

Positive value. A message can therefore be

message.

system.

It
or

defines
building

the

system

blocks

and

regarded as a sensor reading. This crucial

The fundamental organization of a

assumption enables application of various

system embodied in its components their

methods related to sensory information. The

relationships to each other and the

motivations are the same for both cases; to

environment and the principle governing

detect a target event. Observation by sensors

its design and evolution. The composite of

corresponds to an observation by Online

the design architectures for products and

Social Network users. They are converted

their life cycle processes. A representation

into values using a classifier. The virtual

of a system in which there is a mapping of

sensors (or social sensors) have various

functionality on to hardware and software

characteristics of some sensors are activated

components, a mapping of the software

(i.e., make messages) only by specific

architecture

events, although others are activated by a

architecture and human interaction with

wider range of events. The sensors are vastly

these components.

on

to

the

hardware

numerous and there is more than 100 million
‟Online Social Network sensors‟ presented
in the World Wide Web producing Message
information around the clock.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
System

architecture

is

the

conceptual design that defines the structure
and behavior of a system. An architecture
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Figure 5.1 System architecture
users.
physical

The system architecture diagram will show how

elements which provides the design solution

the process may be done. At first, the user can

for a consumer product or life-cycle process

post the message in the messageer and the

intended to satisfy the requirements of the

message can be stored in the b database. Through

functional architecture and the requirements

b data base the analyst can analyze the message.

baseline. Architecture is the most important,

Generally, analyst can crawl the message from

pervasive, top-level, strategic inventions,

the messageer the information presented in b

decisions and their associated rationales

database and classify the message using event

about the overall structure (i.e., essential

based on semantics messages related to the target

elements

and

event. At first generally can crawl the message

associated characteristics and behavior and

related to event when using the semantic can get

proposes an event notification system that

the information not only the related event and

monitors messages and delivers notification

also various information about the event. By

promptly

the

having this information the analyzer can analyze

investigation. In this work there are three

the message about the target event and also the

steps: first, crawl numerous messages related

same event can be occur before or not. If the

to target events, second probabilistic models

same event may be occur in before by having that

to extract events from those messages and

information like where the event may be occur

estimate

finally,

and also how it will occur can be analyzed by the

developed a weather reporting system that

analyzer. After analyze these the analyzer can

extracts information about weather from

easily identify the location of the event and

Online Social Network and sends a message

forecast the message to the followers. The

to registered

following figure shows the system architecture

An

allocated

arrangement

and

their

using

locations
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relationships)

knowledge

of

from
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diagram.
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Particle filters of three kinds

cyclone that occurred is as shown

perform well compared to other baseline

in the figure3.8. Many messages originated

methods. Particle filter with weighting

from over a wide region. The estimated

works sampling is similar to that of the

location

particle filter with weighting when Ns ¼

estimation by weighed particle filter) is

100(Ns, number of samples) and sampling

close to the actual weather report center,

by mean value method. The data are

which shows the efficiency of the location

shown for comparison of the weighted

estimation algorithm and compare results

particle filter and the sampled particle

obtained using three particle filtering[51]

filter with each sampling method in

methods with the weighted average and the

performance and time complexity. Mean

median as a baseline. The weighted

values work better than other sampling

average simply takes the average of

methods do. The performance of the

latitudes and longitude on all the positive

sampled particle filter with mean value has

messages; median simply takes their

a positive correlation with Ns; it converges

median.

of

the

cyclone

(shown

as

Ns
¼ 300, which means that 5 percent of all
sensors are sufficient for sampling.

cyclone that occurred is as shown
in the figure3.8. Many messages originated
from over a wide region. The estimated
location

of

the

cyclone

(shown

as

estimation by weighed particle filter) is
close to the actual weather report center,
which shows the efficiency of the location
estimation algorithm and compare results
obtained using three particle filtering[51]
methods with the weighted average and the
median as a baseline. The weighted
average simply takes the average of
latitudes and longitude on all the positive
messages; median simply takes their
median.
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EVALUATION OF SPATIAL
ESTIMATION

Figure 5.1.1 System Architecture Using Cassandra
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It takes 6:4 s for calculation by

algorithm. Cyclone information is much

sampled particle filter with Ns ¼ 300; it

more valuable if it is received in real

takes 120 s for calculation using the

time. It goes without saying that, for

weighted particle filter and perform

such a warning, earlier is better. Vast

computations 20 times faster than before

amounts of work have been done on

with only a slight drop in performance.

intermediate term cyclone prediction in

Results show that if the center of the

the Daisy Lab. Various attempts have

cyclone is in a weather area, it is more

also been undertaken to produce short-

difficult to locate it precisely from

term forecasts to realize a cyclone

messages. Similarly, it becomes more

warning

difficult to produce well Estimations in

electromagnetic emissions from ground-

less-populated areas. That result is

based sensors and satellites. In India, the

reasonable: all other things being equal,

government has allocated a considerable

the greater the number of sensors, the

amount of its budget to mitigating

more precise the estimation will be. For

cyclone damage. In fact, a cyclone early

a cyclone, the center is one location.

warning service has been operated. It

However, for a typhoon, the center

provides advance announcements of the

moves, producing a trajectory. The

estimated

relative performance of everal methods

expected arrival times.

is presented. The particle filter Works

REPORT PREDICTION

system

seismic

by

observing

intensities

and

well and outputs a trajectory path

The proposed system, has been

resembling the actual path of the

operated a system screenshot is depicted.

typhoon.

Users can see the detection of past

EVENT DETECTION SYSTEMS
Cyclone detection[1] systems are
developed using a methodology of event
detection

system

and

explain

the

features.

cyclones they can register their e-mails
to receive notices of future cyclone
detection reports. It alerts users and
urges them to prepare for the imminent
cyclone. It is hoped that a user receives
the e-mail before the cyclone actually

CYCLONE REPORTING SYSTEM
Cyclone-reporting system can be

affects that area and evaluate various
conditions under which alarms might be

developed using the event detection
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sent to choose better parameters for

related to real world events. These large

proposed system. I set alarm conditions

scales message data processing are done

as N message a positive message comes

by placing those message events in a

in 10 minute and evaluate those methods

distributed system. Message in the

by Precision ¼ N cyclone Nalarms and

message queue is done by Apache Kafka

Recall ¼ N cyclone All cyclone (N

which is a distributed publish- subscribe

cyclone: Number of cyclone detected

messaging system. These frameworks

correctly, Nalarms: number of alarms,

will parallelize our computations over a

All cyclone: number of all cyclone that

cluster of machines.

occurred) can be detected 93 percent of
cyclones that re stronger than daisy lab.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The future work is to show the

The precision is very low, which means
the system produces many false-positive
alarms in such cases ready investigated
the reasons underlying errors of system.
These errors are divided into errors of
two types. The first type is the case of
detecting one cyclone several times and

claimed, assumption, while strong, is
quite logical considering the information
collective in the Online Social Network .
Collecting these large data will impact
processing to overcome it we can use
Hadoop map-reduce concept for Big

designates such errors as “multiple

Data

detection.” The second type includes

Developing a distributed framework will

cases other than “multiple detection. I

extremely high for reducing the cost in

designate

“incorrect

near future cloud computing can be used

detection.” If people receive several

for low data consumption as well as high

this

type

as

alarms in short time span, they can
understand that those alarm come from
the same cyclone.

Processing

via

clustering.

performance. Clustering the server also
increase

the

machines

as

number
a

of

backup.

working
A

stable

architecture will place it.

CONCLUSION
Online Social Network is a social
network platform that consists of billions
of users all over the world where people
collaborate

and
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